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take the future for granted.  We need 

to sound the alarm again and again. We 

need to dig deep in search for an-

swers.  

I invite you now to imagine yourself 

looking at (or even holding) a newborn 

child. Can you even allow that child to 

be yourself at the beginning of your 

life? 

 Here is the potential for the awe-

some list we began with. 

 Here in our arms is every gift for 

enduring peace. 

 Here is the power to unlock a new 

humanity as the basis for building a 

new world.  

The question burns.  How do we be-

come who we are? How does our world 

become what it is meant to be? The 

answer lies in great part with the child 

in your arms. The answer lies in the 

manner that the child will be guided to 

true freedom to realize his or her po-

tential and then to construct a truly 

free and social harmony in our world. 

In short: peace. 

Stretch your imagination.  What is the 

highest vision of peace in our world? 

 Social Harmony 

 Love 

 Justice 

 The pursuit of knowledge 

 Cooperation of individuals and 

groups for the betterment of 

humanity in health, technology, 

and economics 

 Respect and dignity given to all of 

creation 

 Care for the environment 

 Equal distribution of goods  

Yes, an inspiring list and it could go on 

and on. What is more, it is an active list.  

No passive waiting here.   

Now, take an unblinking look at our 

world and society. 

(You fill in the blanks) 

We live in troubled times.  Peace does 

not exist. Much of our culture around 

us involves violence and aggressive role 

models. War seems inevitable. We can‟t 
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VISION OF PEACE continued 

I propose in this short article that we look to a woman 

who developed an educational method that followed 

from her vision of peace.  

Maria Montessori (1870-1952) 

In 1886 she became the first woman to graduate in 

medicine from the University of Rome. When, as a doc-

tor, she became involved in the treatment of physically 

and mentally abnormal children, she worked with them 

with absolute self-dedication. Later, she worked with 

normal children of pre-

school age. She opened the 

first Casa dei Bambini 
(House of Children) in 

Rome in 1907.  Unsus-

pected truths were re-

vealed in her observation 

of the psychological mani-

festations of these chil-

dren. Personality charac-

teristics which before 

were hidden and repressed 

by traditional educational 

methods of the times, opened for her a new theory of 

education. She saw that the child is a spiritual embryo, 

endowed with mysterious sensitivities that guide him/

her, with creative energies. She observed that the 

child is capable of developing and giving tangible proof 

of the possibility of a better humanity. In her words:  

“We have seen children totally change as they 

acquire a love for things and as their sense of 

order, discipline, and self-control develops 

within them as a manifestation of their total 

freedom.  We have seen them labor steadily, 

drawing on their own energies and developing 

them as they work.” (Montessori, Maria. Edu-
cation and Peace.  1949. Trans. Helen R. Lane. 

Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, 1972) 

In the 1930‟s the threat and fear of war weighed 

heavily upon her. Her profound concern did not stem 

from the political problem but the human problem.  

Just as her experience with children inspired her to 

uncover the laws of human development, so now the 

threat of war caused her to search passionately for 

new human truths. Taking as a point of departure her 

firm conviction that the child must be our teacher and 

her ideas regarding the free, harmonious, and balanced 

development of the individual human being, she moved 

on to consider the problems of human and social devel-

opment and began a crusade in the name of education: 

“Establishing a lasting peace is the work of educa-

tion: all politics can do is keep us out of war.” 

Dr. Montessori was a pioneer in her conviction that 

individual formation was the foundation for peace. She 

saw the stabilization of motivation and engagement as 

a catalyst and our greatest hope for social change.  

She never visualized peace as merely the “cessation of 

war” and explains, “Inherent in the very meaning of the 

word peace is the positive notion of constructive social 

reform…The fact that we mistakenly call the perma-

nent triumph of the aims of war ‟peace‟ causes us to 

fail to recognize the way to salvation, the path that 

could lead us to peace.” Peace, she said, is not a 

“partial truce between separate nations, but a perma-

nent way of life for all humankind”  

A later expansion of her thought resulted from her 

work with younger children from birth to three and 

the crystallization of “cosmic education,” which now, in 

contrast to the focus on the individual, culminates in 

her belief in the idea of human solidarity as a basis of 

the evolution of civilization-past, present, and future.  

She explains the interconnectedness of humans in the 

need to transform, to progress, and to create more 

comfortable conditions of life for all people. We guide 

children “to reflect upon the social value of work and 

of the ideal of work done for others, so that the com-

mon effort shall enrich the life of all.”  

The child is both a hope and a promise. If we guard and 

tend and uphold the child as our most precious treas-

ure, we will be working for the greatness of humanity. 

And we will be guided toward that light that we sum up 

in a single word: peace.  
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As violence is learned, so too can its alternatives be 

learned. For a decade or so, I worked with elementary 

school teachers and support staff, using eight one-

hour sessions to train them and provide materials to 

enable them to train their students in Creative Con-

flict Resolution. This experience demonstrated that if 

the entire school worked on developing these Friendly 

Skills, it made an incredible difference in the number 

of fights and bullying incidents among the young peo-

ple. 

In the schools where the training had taken place, the 

teachers, at the beginning of the school year, posted 

Rules for Fighting Fair, along with a process for the 

resolution of conflict. In explaining and teaching this 

material, they stressed the fact that in their class-

room and in the entire school, everyone is a friend. The 

teachers helped the students get to know and like each 

other, building cooperation, friendship and trust.   

Songs and games helped the children to affirm them-

selves and others. The students were encouraged not 

to use putdown words.  If one was heard, the student 

who had used the putdown had to give two putups to 

the other person. The teachers worked on empathy 

skills, helping students understand and experience the 

feelings of others. In one case, a student was so afraid 

of sharing his feelings that he hid under his desk. By 

the end of the year, he was sharing openly. 

There were discussions, work sheets, exercises and 

songs on how to handle anger, identify anger triggers, 

and deal with the anger of others. 

To strike the first blow is to 

admit that we have run out of 

ideas. Teachers and students 

engaged in role plays and devel-

oped strategies to solve prob-

lems. One second grade class 

used two paper plates stapled 

together with a "1" on one side 

and a "2" on the other.  One 

day, a substitute teacher re-

layed an incredible incident. Two students were rushing 

to the water fountain. One asked, "Who goes first?"  

They ran back to their classroom, got the "Turn 

Tosser" and flipped to see who got to drink first. 

Older students learned the art of successful negotia-

tion, a skill that will significantly affect their future.  

They came to realize that maintaining good relation-

ships is more important than meeting one's immediate 

needs. They role played and practiced active listening 

to discern interests, needs, feelings and common goals.  

By following the Conflict Resolution Process, they 

learned to negotiate resolutions to conflicts and ex-

perience a dynamic that can stay with them for a life-

time. 

When every student is equipped with the tools and 

procedures for resolving conflict, the entire school is 

changed from a place of bullying and fighting to a place 

of peace, friendliness and 

cooperation. 

The year before the 

Teacher Training there 

were 35 such fights, the 

following year only one (the 

initiator was a boy who had 

transferred from another 

school.) Parents noticed a 

difference in their children. 

A parent told of being in a 

disagreement with her hus-

band at the dinner table 

when one of her children 

asked, "Do you need me to mediate?" 

When the entire faculty of a school decides to teach 

and model the skills of kindness, affirmation and con-

sideration of others, and gives the students tools to 

solve their problems in a peaceful, positive and crea-

tive way, students attitudes and behavior change, mak-

ing them more valuable members of society. 

Mary Carry is the Co-director of the Peace and Na-
tional Priorities Center of Oakland County 

TEACHING “FRIENDLY SKILLS”   BY Mary B. Carry 



“Children are our most valuable natural resource.”  An 

overwhelming majority of people from all walks of life 

would agree with this famous quote from former presi-

dent Herbert Hoover.  Politicians are especially fond 

of providing such poetic rhetoric, typically right be-

fore kissing a baby. The question then becomes, if 

most Americans agree that children should be held in 

such high esteem, why are kindergarten teachers 

working a second 

job to make ends 

meet?  Why is 

the public school 

system reeling 

from cutbacks?  

Why do we 

shackle working 

class kids with 

enormous debt or 

ask them to risk 

life and limb at 

war just so they 

can go to college?  

The most casual 

inspection of the 

federal govern-

ment‟s budget 

would lead most 

people to believe 

that maybe many 

of those baby-

kissing elected officials have misrepresented the or-

der of their priorities.  Perhaps our most treasured 

resources have nothing to do with children at all and 

are instead military power and oil. 

More than half of the federal government‟s annual dis-

cretionary budget (by and large all the tax money that 

isn‟t designated for Social Security, Medicaid, or 

Medicare) is consumed by the Pentagon and its Depart-

ment of Defense to the tune of more than 700 billion 

dollars.  As if that weren‟t enough, we have an entirely 

separate Department of Homeland Security which eats 

up more than 50 billion dollars and a National Intelli-

gence Program whose budget is entirely classified.  

The cherry on top, in my opinion, would be the more 

than seven billion dollars included in the budget for the 

Department of State and Other International Pro-

grams spent on defense-related line items, including 

more than five billion dollars for Foreign Military Fi-

nancing.  Due to the security sensitive nature of the 

work that all of these entities perform, the average 

American will never be privy to the specific uses of 

their tax dol-

lars within 

these depart-

ments.  What 

we do know is 

that the United 

States spends 

more money by 

far on its mili-

tary than any 

other country.  

In fact, the 

U.S. squanders 

more than twice 

the expendi-

tures of the 

entire European 

Union, whose 

member nations 

do not even en-

joy the cushion 

of an entire 

ocean between them and the “evil doers.”   

The war in Afghanistan has recently surpassed the 

length of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam in what has 

truly seemed to be an invisible war for the majority of 

Americans. In retrospect, days and weeks seem to pass 

at times between updates of this current war effort 

from our mainstream media outlets. It is easy to for-

get that our country is at war when bombs and bullets 

aren‟t flying inside or outside our homes and only 5,500 

of our soldiers have been killed compared with more 

than 50,000 during a similar time span in Vietnam.  As 

a young father about to finish college and  
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become saddled with debt and enter a job market with 

a high unemployment rate, I am quite concerned that 

the costs of war and militarism are not quite as trans-

parent as they may appear on the surface, even in 

America.  

While hundreds of billions of dollars are spent yearly 

developing more sophisticated ways to kill and spy on 

people, the teachers to whom we entrust our children‟s 

education are asked to accept a barely livable wage.  

As we spend more money to repair and update our nu-

clear arsenal the pillars of the public school system 

crack and crumble away a little more each year.  

More money is exhausted as we supplement and aid the 

militaries of other countries such as Israel, while we 

fail to aid our college students in paying for their edu-

cation without the burden of excruciating debt.  We 

spare no expense to ensure our military has the high-

est level of technology in existence at their disposal 

while the technology we need to move us beyond petro-

leum and coal, ensuring a green and livable planet for 

our kids in the future crawls forward at a snail‟s pace.  

So the children suffer in the occupied lands of Iraq, 

Afghanistan, and Palestine, where the bombs and bul-

lets provided by our tax dollars cloud their futures 

with uncertainty.  And the children suffer in the home-

land of the occupiers and warmongers whose futures 

were stolen from them to pay for bombs and bullets. 

Please help us   Making a tax deductible donation to 
Michigan Peace Team feeds two birds with one hand by 
taking money out of the U.S. war coffers and giving it 
to people who do the work of promoting peace and non-
violence internationally and domestically. 

FEED OUR CHILDREN continued 

Reducing violence and creating safe space for chil-

dren is a major goal of MPT’s peace team work. 

MPT is internationally recognized for its valuable 

nonviolent intervention work in zones of violence 

both here in the United States and abroad. Since 

1993, MPT international Peace Teams served in 

Bosnia, Chiapas, Haiti, the West Bank, Gaza, Ciu-

dad Juarez and with the First Nation in Canada  

Presently MPT has a near permanent peace team 

presence in the West Bank. Our 2010 Fall Team 

will be protecting Palestinian families against set-

tler attack during the olive harvest. Since 2003 

MPT has been sending one or more peace teams to 

the Gaza Strip each year. In addition there is a 

MPT Peace Team currently serving in Juarez, Mex-

ico, regarded as one of the most dangerous cities 

in the world. 

In addition, MPT sends many domestic peace 

teams to zones of  violence in the United States. 

For example during May and June 2010 MPT spon-

sored eight  domestic peace teams. 

MPT PEACE TEAM UPDATE 

Key Sources: Military Spending vs. Human Needs 

http://www.fcnl.org/issues/topic 

http://www.warresisters.org/pages/piechart.htm 

http://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/a-just-foreign-

policy/just-the-facts-foreign-aid-vs.-military-

After completing our MPT domestic peace team work at the 
June  25th USSF Rally in Detroit, Dad, a MPT peace team mem-
ber, and his daughter Elizabeth, reach out in peace to the 
mounted police on patrol. 



 In the decade that followed, based on calcula-

tions from 33 armed conflict regions in the 

world, it‟s estimated that more than one billion 

children under the age of 18, lived in countries 

or territories affected by armed conflict-that‟s 

one sixth of the world‟s population. Of these, 

300 million were under the age of five. More 

than 90 per cent of all casualties of armed con-

flict were civilians – half of them children. 2  

Changes in the nature of war results in an  even more 

horrific impact on children, and on civilians generally. 
Since the 1990s it‟s not only nation-states warring 

against other nation-states; it‟s also governments 

against armed groups or armed groups against armed 

groups. In this “new” kind of warfare, warring parties 

seek to bring the battle more immediately, more sys-

tematically, and more massively into the core of the 

civilian population, and directly into the lives of mil-

lions of children.3 

Some Transformative Possibilities 

While the height, depth, width and breath of war‟s 

brutality on children is horrifying, globally there are 

also indicators of renewed commitment to the protec-

tion and care of children. One is the United Nations‟ 

Convention on the Rights of the Child, a document that 

outlines universal standards for the care, treatment, 

and protection of all individuals below age 18. Signifi-

cantly this is the most widely endorsed human rights 

treaty in history, currently ratified by 193 countries.4  

The Convention offers a vision of a world in which all 

children survive and develop, and are protected, re-

spected, and encouraged to participate in decisions 

that affect them. It promotes a world of peace, toler-

ance, equity, respect for human rights, and shared re-

sponsibility. It makes the protection and care of chil-

dren legally binding under international law. It influ-

ences national legislation: during the past twenty-one 

years more than 70 countries have incorporated chil-

dren‟s codes into national legislation based on the Con-

vention‟s provisions.5 
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One of the greatest 

gifts we can give our 

children is to raise them 

in a culture of peace. We 

don‟t have to be biologi-

cal parents to give this 

gift. We all have children 

in our lives through our 

extended families, 

neighborhoods, friends, 

and the youth groups at 

our places of worship. 

Likewise, as members of 

the human family we are 

related to every child on 

Earth.  

We love our children; we want the very best for them; 

we‟re willing to risk life and limb to keep them from 

harm‟s way. For the mentally healthy, this instinct is 

basic and natural. However, in today‟s culture of vio-

lence, protection and care of children is challenging. 

This article offers a glimpse into one form of violence 

- the impact of war on children.  

Children and War 

War violates every human right of a child. Children are 

deliberately targeted. High percentages are killed or 

maimed. Their communities are devastated. They are 

coerced into becoming soldiers and forced to do un-

speakable actions. They are imprisoned. They are 

sexually abused. Moreover, war disrupts children‟s‟ 

education, denies them access to health services, in-

creases poverty, malnutrition, disease, renders fami-

lies homeless, and separates families. Statistics in this 

regard are appalling. Here‟s a glimpse: 

 From 1985 to 1995 over 2 million children were 

killed in armed conflict; 6 million children were 

made homeless; 12 million were injured or dis-

abled; and there were at least 300,000 child 

soldiers operating in 30 different conflicts 

around the planet. 1 
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The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are other 

indicators. Since the adoption of the Millennium Decla-

ration by United Nations Member States in 2000, 

these MDGs have become a universal framework for 

reducing poverty and promoting development. Six of 

the eight goals include specific commitments to pro-

mote child human rights; the remainder addresses 

problems of the communities around them. 

An additional indicator is the groundswell of collective 

action on behalf of children‟s human rights and well 

being. These actions are generating enormous energy 

in the direction of transformation.  

Children and Michigan Peace Team 

Michigan Peace Team (MPT) is a tiny expression of 

that groundswell. MPT peace team members dedicate 

our lives in the work of nonviolent intervention and 

violence reduction. For the sake of children, their 

safety, their future, we respond with courage and love 

in the face of violence.  Children and their families are 

our reason for acting and risking. They are our hope 

for a better world. 6 

When Michigan Peace Team is invited by local groups, 

(either domestic or international) to send peace 

teams, members trained  violence reduction work are 

sent. There are critical elements to this work. Nonvio-

lence is the grounding; teamwork is the key. Skills 

sharing and experience sharing promote mutuality and 

partnerships between peace teams and local groups. 

Working together we use the tools of nonviolence. 

Four of our major tools used are peaceful presence, 

inter-positioning, monitoring/documentation of human 

rights abuse, and protective accompaniment. Peace 

team work gives local groups the space needed to 

carry out their own important human rights and social  

justice work; children benefit the most because they 

are safer, more secure, and happier. 

Imperative to End War and Violence 

As good works continue, the ultimate imperative is to 

end war and violence and activate peace. As long war 

and violence are present on the planet, we will never 

have peace, and our children will always be in danger.  

Ending war and violence means transformation from a 

culture of war to a culture of peace, tolerance, and 

nonviolence, where people learn to live together in har-

mony. While not easily achievable, this imperative is  

doable. War and violence are not an inevitable part of 

the human condition. Most importantly, in the light of 

the suffering of the war-affected children of the 

world, this imperative is a must. 
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have to take this Winding Road anytime you were leav-

ing in order to visit uncles and aunts or it you needed 

something out of town. It was beautiful this Winding 

Road. One day you really must see it. 

In Saara, there were lots and lots of children. Chil-

dren just like you. They grew up together and loved to 

play with one another. They would climb to the very 

tops of the olive trees. They made sling shots and 

would see who could fling stones the farthest. They 

would have races down the Winding Road. They loved 

each other very much. 

But, sadly, life in Saara was not always peaceful. There 

had been war in their country of Palestine for a long 

time. Adults from Palestine and Israel were fighting 

over who owned the land. And in order to gain power 

and control many people were dying and suffering all 

the time. 

The children that lived in Saara could tell how diffi-

cult this was for their parents. Their parents would 

come home from work really tired after waiting in long 

lines at checkpoints. They would be frustrated be-

cause they were told they could not visit their most 

holy sites. Many parents had lost jobs and it became 

harder and harder to provide enough food and clothing 

for the children. Some kids had even heard stories 

about bulldozers coming into neighboring villages and 

tearing down houses. Sometimes they would even see 

soldiers with guns driving through town. 

But for the most part, the children continued to be 

children. They would laugh, learn, dance, sing, and play 

with one another. 

One day something happened. Something big. You re-

member the Winding Road? The one that was so beau-

tiful and the children loved to play on? Well one day a 

bunch of the Israeli soldiers came to the village and 

dumped a huge pile of dirt on the road! It was so much 

dirt that you could not drive a car over it. You would 

need several people to help you climb over it. The sol-

diers had placed a mountain in the middle of Winding 

Road! 
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For all children, 

May you know your strength, 

Honor your anger, 

Nurture your hearts, 

And teach us the way of peace. 

 

O nce upon a time, in fact, not very long ago, but 

very far away, there was a village named Saara. 

Saara was a beautiful place to live. There were great 

old olive trees. In the fall, they would produce so many 

olives you wouldn‟t know what to do with them all. Gar-

dens were everywhere, growing the food that the vil-

lagers needed. Not only were there lots of people liv-

ing there, but animals too. Most beloved were the don-

keys and the goats. 

And right in the center of the town was the mosque 

where they would gather as a community to pray, espe-

cially on Fridays which was their holy day. 

If you ever went to visit the village of Saara, there is 

one place that you would be sure to visit. And that is 

the Winding Road. If you started on it from the mid-

dle of town, it would take you past the Mosque, along-

side the cemetery where all their ancestors were bur-

ied, along the stone wall, up the hill, and right out of 

town. 

The children loved to play on it, but you would also 
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The children were furious! For they could no longer 

race to the end of the road. They could not visit their 

aunts and uncles. This was the road they had played on 

their whole lives  and now it was blocked off. 

The parents were angry too, of course. It made it 

harder to get to work and cut them off from all the 

other villages.  But the parents were also very tired, 

because they had been struggling against these sol-

diers for so many years. 

But the children were not ready to give up! They de-

cided to get together and hold a meeting. So they ran 

around and gathered all the children in Saara. They 

sat down in their favorite spot on Winding Road and 

began to talk. Some kids were very angry! “Why would 

they do this to us?” “It‟s just mean to put that dirt on 

Winding Road.”Other kids were very sad. “Why are we 

hurting one another?‟‟ “Why can‟t we share the land? 

Love one another?” They knew how beautiful Winding 

Road was and they wanted everyone to be able to 

share it! 

Then the little girl spoke up and said, “So, what do we 

do?” No one said anything for a minute. This was a dif-

ficult question because sometimes it felt like they had 

little power because they were only children. 

“No,” a young boy said. “We have so much power as 

children because we still have energy. Our parents are 

tired. But we can still imagine what Winding Road 

would be like if we all shared it. We want the soldiers 

to be able to play with us on this road as friends. We 

have to be creative.” 

Everyone seemed to get excited by this and started 

imagining what could be done. “Let‟s have a march.” 

“Yes,” said another, “We can walk all the way down and 

climb up the mountain of dirt!” “Yes, let‟s take shovels 

and begin doffing away the dirt. Little by little.” The 

children‟s excitement was growing. 

But then a voice said, “What if the soldiers come?” 

Everyone was silent. No one had thought of that. They 

knew the soldiers would come and that they would not 

be very nice. They had heard lots of stories about the 

soldiers getting violent. 

One of the older boys said, “If I see a soldier, I will 

be so angry! Angry because they have hurt Winding 

Road! I will be so angry, I will want to hit them!” 

Then the youngest girl stood 

up and walked right up to the 

older boys and said “No, we 

cannot hurt them. I am so 

tired of people getting hurt. 

It doesn‟t solve anything. The 

soldiers are people too. We 

are going there because we 

are tired of people hurting one 

another and hurting Winding 

Road.” 

The older boy knelt down and 

said, “Thank you. Sometimes 

when I get angry, I forget. 

It‟s so easy to forget. Change 

will only come if we love people. If we stand up and say 

„no when there is something wrong.‟ As our parents 

taught us, we are to be nonviolent with one another. 

Thank you for reminding me.” 

Another child spoke up and said, “Maybe, to make sure 

that we are in a loving spirit when we march down 

Winding Road, we should do this on Friday after we 

pray together.” 

They all agreed this was a good idea. They would meet 

back at the Mosque on Friday with everyone they knew 

to march down Winding Road. 

Friday arrived. Every single child in Saara showed up 

to the Mosque that day. There were also some parents 

and a few people from all over the world who didn‟t 

want people to hurt one another. All together there 

were more than 200 people!  

They all took time to say prayers and then they 

grabbed signs and shovels and began to walk down 

their beloved Winding Road. While they walked, they 

chanted about their hopes for love and nonviolence.  

 

 

DANCE continued 

Continued on page 14 
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For me, one of the important things to remember when 

working with children is that lessons are in every inter-

action. “It takes a village” as the saying goes, and al-

though I have no children of my own, I have been 

blessed to serve the role of that “extra adult,” to help 

care for and teach (and be cared for and taught) by 

several children. 

As a former preschool teacher I tried to model 

“mediation” when children in my class had an argument 

with one another. Although this was in no way a “formal 

mediation,” our simple “A, B, C‟s of problem solving” 

contained most of the elements I 

use when serving as a mediator. 

After agreeing to discuss the 

conflict at hand, we would, (A) 

“identify the issues involved” by 

asking each child what happened. 

We would then move on to, (B) 

“generating options and alterna-

tives, brainstorming some things 

to fix it. Next, (C) we would 

“agree on a mutually acceptable 

solution” by choosing a good way to fix the problem. 

Finally, we would (D) do it! 

Walking over to intervene in an argument on the play-

ground one afternoon I was pleasantly surprised to 

find “Fei Fei” (4 years old at the time) leading his two 

friends through the process. “What is wrong? She is 

crying,” he simply asked and upon hearing that one 

child had grabbed the much coveted red sand bucket 

away from the other, Fei Fei helped his friends think 

about the feelings and actions involved, create a list of 

ways to make it “fair,” and ultimately resolve the issue 

without “teacher interference.“  

It was an exciting moment as a teacher and I took a 

moment to remember that life lessons are learned be-

yond the traditional classroom. The world is our class-

room and life is one lesson after another.  

At 11 and 9 years old, Melissa and Evelyn have been 

part of my life for about 10 years and I am constantly 

amazed by the things they pick up. Evelyn, full of life 

and energy, sometimes found it challenging to focus on 

A, B, C OF PEACE  BY Sheri Wander, President of Michigan Peace Team 

what I was saying and fully listen when she was much 

younger. To get her to make eye contact with me when 

the seriousness of the situation required it, I would 

sometimes tell her “look at my nose.” Now that she is 

older a simple reminder that I need her to pay atten-

tion is all it usually takes. Yet, somehow - this lesson 

stuck. It was not that long ago that she was telling me 

about something that had happened to her at school.  

 

Multi-tasking over dinner or homework I was not using 

my best active listening skills. “Sheri, this is important, 

I need you to look at my nose for a minute,” she stated 

simply. This was not a “planned lesson” -- yet in that 

moment Evelyn was making her needs known in a calm 

and respectful way - one of the very lessons of most 

any nonviolence training. 

 

Melissa, a hard working student who often asks me 

about my travels for the work I do with MPT, showed 

me her religion homework last spring. She was studying 

the Beatitudes and was asked to write a brief descrip-

tion or a picture to illustrate each one. I was both 

humbled and proud to find a drawing of myself to illus-

trate “blessed are the peacemakers.” It also gave me 

pause for thought: What lessons have I passed along in 

my stories? Have those lessons been consistent with 

the way she has seen me behave in the world? Have I 

been true to my beliefs in what I have passed on? 

I find myself touching the Handala pendent that I 

wear around my neck. It‟s an image of a child and a 

symbol of the last refugee forced from his homeland 

of Palestine. Handala has become a symbol of Palestin-

ian solidarity particularly the right of return. I believe 

this is important, and reason enough to wear the sym-

bol. For me, he serves an additional reminder “the chil-

dren are watching” our actions are a lesson; the world 

we are creating is a lesson. Does the world they are 

seeing us create, look like the one we want them to live 

in? Are we assuring they have a role in its creation? 



A little boy I would never meet, yet will never forget, 

introduced me to peace work in the Middle East.  

While visiting friends in Amman, Jordan in the summer 

of 2003, I spent my afternoons reading while they 

were at work. In one of the newspapers published in 

English, I found a photograph of an eight-year-old boy 

who had been shot by an Israeli soldier as he left his 

tent in Gaza for a piece of candy. The photo showed 

him at his funeral, surrounded by over 20 young boys 

who had come to kiss him good-bye. That image lit a 

fire in my soul that to this day has not been extin-

guished - he could have been my son.   

When my friends returned from work, I could barely 

speak as I waved the picture in front of them. I 

needed to go there, I explained, to find the family of 

this little boy. How could something so devastating be 

allowed to happen? Then I was confronted with the 

horrible truth that this was not an isolated incident,  

but an inconceivable reality. Children were wounded, 

maimed, and killed at alarming rates and the world was 

turning a blind eye. I needed to learn the truth, but 

taking me to Gaza would pose a challenge because of 

the roadblocks and checkpoints we would encounter, 

made even more difficult for us to maneuver because 

my friends were Palestinian. 

 I booked a flight sixth months later and arrived in 

Amman armed with twenty 70-pound boxes of infant 

formula, clothing and basic necessities.  These care   
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items were delivered to Ramallah by a relief organiza-

tion. We then began the first leg of our journey. 

We were delayed at the Gaza border because of an 

Israeli gunship attack, the aftermath of which was 

visible in the distance, but would finally be allowed to 

pass. As we drove through Gaza City and entered the 

refugee camps, we were shocked by the living condi-

tions, which were brutal, but the people were kind and 

welcoming.  Little children would run up to us and shake 

my hand, introducing themselves in broken English.  

Seeing my camera, they knew I had come to capture 

images and tell their story. School children with back-

packs scurried through the streets, laughing and joking  

and running after our car, flashing smiles and peace 

signs. They could have been any children in any country 

but they were oppressed youngsters in a volatile area, 

which had become the biggest open-air prison in the 

world.  

As heartbreaking as their situation is, I was astounded 

by the peace I felt while I was there. It was difficult 

to determine which children belonged in which house-

holds because they seemed to interact so well with 

everyone.  

In Palestine, the children are considered their national 

treasure and they go to great lengths to make sure 

they are well educated and cared for. They are 

treated lovingly and with respect and those shows of 

affection seem to be gladly reciprocated by the chil-

dren. 

It is incredible how opening a newspaper can change ‟s 

life. The little boy in Gaza impacted mine in ways he 

would never learn, but he will remain alive in my heart 

and his legacy will continue to live on as long as I do. 

A Fire in My Soul    By Annette Thomas  

Jebalyia Refugee Camp, Gaza 
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Becoming a mother at age thirty was one of life‟s highlights. That little bundle of humanity was so wel-

come. Then reality set in. This babe is a full-time job. Days and nights are seldom peaceful. Profound and 

purposeful, YES! But peaceful? Hardly! 

By age thirty-six I was welcoming my fourth child. Yes – welcoming! With two boys and two girls challeng-

ing my every thought and move, I was becoming much wiser.  

But when did the peace come? When 8:00 PM found those small ones all in bed, the house became my 

house, thoughts became my thoughts, and I knew down deep that creating a world at home   

which recognized their feelings, 

which stimulated their thinking, and  

which taught them coping skills 

was creating a solid ground for them to build a life on. Peace? Together we discovered 

How much better peace is than conflict, 

How much better working together is than working against each other, 

How much better harmony is than discord.  

It wasn‟t easy, but it was worth everything. 

In spite of Time magazine‟s July issue which presented the idea that one child families are just fine, it 

seems to me we learn more directly if we are linked with a brother or a sister.  Relationships are key ... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHILDREN AND PEACE – REALLY …  By Barbara B. Nolin 

For instance these children: 

His work is more interesting 

because she is watching him 

work. 

Picture provided by  author of this article 
Credit: Children in Community 
Photo Editor: Mareus Mommsen, 1974 
The Plough Publishing House, Rifton, NY 
 



On the other hand of course, is the distress when things aren‟t going as we want them to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working through the ownership 

of this debated object will help 

them grow. 

  

 

… Isn‟t this a picture of two countries claiming the same territory?  

… Or perhaps we could color one red and one blue. 

What this picture calls for is a mother, a father, or a 

grandparent [or a nonviolent intervener] on their way to 

help them figure this out.  

THIS is why parenting [and nonviolent intervention] is 

such a huge responsibility. Just „laying down the law‟ 

might bring quiet, but it won‟t bring peace.  

This brings me back to my conviction that peace is 

something we make. 

Any parent knows that. 

Our children must learn that. 

Our world must work at that. 

 Family brings us great joy and a longing for peace! 
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CHILDREN AND PEACE continued 

It‟s mine!” 

No, it‟s mine! 

His or hers? 

 

Picture provided by  author of this article 
Credit: Children in Community 
Photo Editor: Mareus Mommsen, 1974 
The Plough Publishing House, Rifton, NY 
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This song  

Is sung, by marchers, in beat  

To drum,  

This song,  

Is sung, by runners, whose feet  

Are flung  

We travel with illusion of space and some version of 

time  

We sing of fusion to face an emersion in tide  

Let the rhythm flow as we go  

Let the gift be given and know  

That each as it comes  

Is perfect in the sun and rain  

The mighty river flows  

Onward consciousness goes  

This song  

Is sung, from the depths  

Of our heart  

This song,  

Is sung, from end to the new start  

This song  

Is sung, by young and by old  

This song  

Is sung, By those beginning and those done  

This song  

Is sung, by those on Earth and in Heaven  

This song  

Is sung, by hawks and by doves  

Sing loud  

Paint bright  

Chant strong  

Grow tall  

Live long  

Carry on  

Dance light  

   

THIS SONG Timothy Price DANCE continued from page 9 

When they reached the mound, they climbed way to 

the top, and those with shovels began to dig in order 

to remove some of the dirt. Then they saw a soldiers‟ 

truck round the curve. Then another. And another. Un-

til there were eight trucks filled with soldiers who 

then got out and began climbing the hills around them. 

They carried  big guns. 

All of the sudden, the soldiers started to shoot tear 

gas out of their guns. Tear gas made smoke every-

where and all the children began to cough. Then the 

soldiers made really loud noises with their guns in or-

der to scare the children. The kids and began to run as 

fast as they could. When they got to the end of Wind-

ing Road, they were panting from running so fast and 

talking about what had happened. “I wish I wasn‟t 

afraid of them.” “We don‟t want to hurt anyone!” “We 

just want to show the soldiers that Winding Road is 

good, for playing games and dancing.” 

At that moment they decided to go back to the mound 

even though the soldiers were still there. They went 

back to the hill, and then something wonderful hap-

pened. Four of the boys appeared in beautiful, colorful 

costumes. In order to show that Winding Road was for 

fun and celebration, they had decided to perform a 

dance! Even as their hearts were beating and their 

knees were shaking, the four began to dance right in 

front of the soldiers. All the other children began to 

sing and clap their hands. It was so beautiful. I wish 

you could have been there. Yes, they thought, this is 

what beautiful Winding Road was meant for. Not for 

hatred or meanness, but for joy and friendship. As the 

boys danced, even the soldiers had to smile.   

Today, the mound is still on Winding Road. Every Fri-

day, the children meet for prayer and begin their walk 

in the hope that one day people will stop fighting and 

instead we will all play and laugh with one another. 

The song and dance continues and if you ever happen to 

be passing through Saara, you are always welcome to 

join them. And if you every find a mound in your 

road, don’t hurt one another, join  in  the dance 

instead!  
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Kim Redigan 

Annette Thomas  

Liz Walters 

 

Regarding MPT newsletter artwork  

Nancy Ayotte, IHM creates he artwork for MPT 

Newsletters Her creations are pure gift to MPT and 

to our readers. This gift is  yours to freely use in 

other peace work. 

CONTACT US:  

Mary Pat Dewey 

Peter Dougherty 

Kassy Fineout 

Mary Ann Ford 

Mary Ellen Gondeck 

Jasiu Malinowski 

Paul Pratt 

Sheri Wander 

MPT Staff Staff Email Addresses 

Peter Dougherty   cpeterdougherty.mpt@gmail.com 

Mary Hanna maryhanna.mpt@gmail.com 

Martha Larsen mlarsen.mpt@gmail.com 

Julie Powers jpowers155@gmail.com 

Nicole Rohrkemper nicoler.mpt@gmail.com 

Liz Walters   elizabethwaters.mpt@gmail.com 

MPT Vision 

To pursue peace through active 

nonviolence in places of conflict 

 

MPT seeks a peaceful, just, sus-

tainable Earth Community 

grounded in nonviolence and re-

spect for the sacred interconnect-

edness of all life 

 

MPT Mission 

 Provide training in active nonvio-

lence designed for the specific 

needs of participants. 

 

 Recruit and mentor individuals 

seeking experience with vio-

lence reduction teams. 

 

 Place violence reduction teams in 

domestic and international con-

flicts. 

 

 Educate the public to the vision 

and practice of nonviolence.  

 

MPT CORE COMMUNITY 

WITH GRATITUDE …. 

Dear Friends,   

We are grateful for your continued support 

of Michigan Peace Team. Your commitment, 

your involvement, your gifts of time, en-

ergy, talents, and your financial contribu-

tions deeply appreciated.   

We are most grateful! 

Your MPT Community 

CARING FOR EARTH 

Our new newsprint format enables us to bet-

ter respect the Earth and living things… 

 

Special thanks to Shopping Guide in Mason, 

Michigan for making this newsprint format 

possible! 

 

If you would prefer to receive your quarterly  

MPT newsletter via email please send MPT 

your email address.  
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